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Memory foam is very good for the people who suffering from back problem, neck problem. It does
wonderful thing for your postures. Also a great thing of memory foam it does not herbal bacteria and
mold as bed or traditional mattress and pillow. So you will get something as longer in your house
better. It avoids allergies so you do not wake up in morning with pain and acne.

Germs and bugs

On mattress the mattress bugs may have difficulties for hiding because the seeds are changed very
often. Remove your headboard before searching bugs and dirt removing jobs. You need 2 people to
complete the mattress cleaning process. Use vacuum cleaner for high amount of germs and bugs in
mattress. After cleaning you need hyperemic mattress cover and seal it within for future suspect of
dirt and germs.

You spend more than 7 hours of day in your mattress so ensure that your mattress is free of germs.
Pets leave dirt and pet dander on your mattress life; pets are responsible for improving the chance
for molds, germs, bacteria. It is essential that your mattress cleaned.

Choosing exterminator

Hiring exterminator professionals can be costly. If you have pee stains problems. Solve it with anti
allergen cleaning methods. Rates to clean single to double mattress normally have range between
$70 to $80. $90 for queen size and a king size bed at $100.

Cleaning chemical and material

You can save money by doing it yourself because cleaning the mattress doesn't need time and
effort. Buy your own cleaning materials and spend some time during the weekends to clean your
bed.

Here we are going to explain you how to clean memory foam. You will need vacuum, plastic
mattress cover, steam cleaner, stain remover, an anti allergen spray or a disinfectant, brush or
sponge, some towels and a hair dryer or an electric fan, exterminator. Archaeologist found fossilized
bed bugs while excavating a year 3500 year old site. Stain remover use for problematic areas and
rest it there for a a while or until the stains are totally gone.

Step1: Examine your home to determine from where the bed or mattress bugs are hiding. Bed bugs
and germs living in warm places like a mattress. Areas that are infested with bed bugs are marked
by dark spotting.

Step 2: fairly clean your home, remove bed sheets and other washable cover and wash them in
extremely warm water.

Step 3: Cover your mattress with plastic cover. Covering your mattress will prevent bed bug to
entering in bed area.

Step 4: steam clean your furniture, extreme heat is a great way to avoid bed bugs.

Step 5: Call some exterminator to make sure that mattress bugs are removed completely.
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Memory foam can be easily clean by sprinkling baking soda. You need to apply soda on accessible
surface of mattress. This soda help to clean dirt and dry memory foam quickly. When you clean
memory foam you cannot clean entire mattress or the entire pillow. You should not worry for germs
and bacteria if you are laying on memory foam mattress and pillow. So after sprinkling backing soda
on it grab your vacuum and spread backing soda on it. Now we need spark cleaner with mild water.
Remove dust from mattress by rubbing spark cleaner. After that you can use toilet paper, clean
hand towel, but just press outer surface to remove moisturizer. Use it after complete dry.
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